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1 Introduction
The focus of much of harmonic analysis is the study of functions, and operators on functions, in
the setting of the Euclidean space Rn . Although because of its relevance to physics and theory
of PDEs the setting of Euclidean harmonic analysis has traditionally been the most well-studied
setting of the subject, in many other situations it is important to consider operators and functions
over other domains. Specifically our goal in this note is to introduce the reader to an area usually
called analysis of Boolean functions which concerns itself with the analysis of functions over the
discrete hypercube t0, 1un . The harmonic analysis of functions f : t0, 1un Ñ t´1, 1u has in fact
many applications to various branches of theoretical computer science and combinatorics and it is
already a rich theory with many non-trivial results, techniques and open problems. (See [8, 10] for
a short discussion of the applications to theoretical computer science as well as social choice theory
and threshold phenomenon in combinatorics. See [9] for a more extensive exposition.)
In this note however instead of trying to survey the applications, we focus our attention on the
proof of one of the classical and most influential theorems in this area obtained by Kahn-KalaiLinial (KKL) [6] in the 80’s. To do so, we start by giving some basic definitions and notations in
Section 2. In Section 3, we state the KKL theorem and the Friedgut’s junta theorem. In Section
4, we introduce the important noise operator 1 and explain some of its properties. In Section 5,
we finally use the properties of the noise operator (specifically the hypercontractivity theorem) to
prove Friedgut’s main lemma which gives us the KKL theorem and Friedgut’s junta theorem as
corollaries.

2 Basic Facts and Notations
Consider the vector space of functions f : t0, 1un Ñ R. For each S Ď rns we have a Fourier
character χS : t0, 1un Ñ t´1, 1u given by
ř

χS pxq “ p´1q

iPS

xi

.

So for example χH is the constant 1 function and χrns is the PARITY function which specifies
whether a binary string x P t0, 1un has an odd or an even hamming weight.
1

This operator is essentially equivalent to the heat evolution operator—or random walk operator—on the hypercube with the usual hammming graph structure.

1

We turn the space of real-valued functions over t0, 1un into an inner product space by equipping it
with the uniform measure:
1 ÿ
xf, gy “ E f pxqgpxq “ n
f pxqgpxq.
2 x
xPt0,1un
It is easy to see that the Fourier characters tχS uSĎrns form an orthonormal basis for this space and
we have the Fourier inversion formula,
ÿ
fppSq “ E f pxq χS pxq ðñ f pxq “
fppSq χS pxq,
x

SĎrns

and the Parseval’s identity,
ÿ

E f pxq2 “
x

fppSq2 .

S

Directional derivatives and influences. The geometry of discrete hypercube which allow us
to define the notion of derivatives is given by the usual of Hamming structure of t0, 1un in which
each point x P t0, 1un has n neighbors in directions 1 to n given by the n points which differ with
x in only one single coordinate.
Given x P t0, 1un we denote by xi the neighbor of x in direction i. We define
f pxq ´ f pxi q
,
2

Bi f pxq “
and so we have

ÿ

Bi f pxq “

fppSq χS pxq.

SQi

ith

Definition 2.1 (The
influence). The influence of direction i in the value of a Boolean function
f : t0, 1un Ñ t´1, 1u is the probability that for a random x P t0, 1un we have f pxq ‰ f pxi q. More
generally, for a function f : t0, 1un Ñ R we define
ÿ
Inf i pf q :“ }Bi f pxq}22 “
fppSq2 ,
(1)
SQi

where the last equality follows by Parseval.
Lemma 2.2 (Poincare’s inequality). For any f : t0, 1un Ñ R we have
n
ÿ
Inf i pf q.
varpf q ď
i“1

The quantity in the RHS of the above equation is usually referred to as the total influence of f and
is analogous to the L2 norm of ∇f from the Euclidean harmonic analysis.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We have
varpf q “ Erf 2 s ´ Erf s2 “

ÿ

fppSq2 ´ fppHq2 “

S

On the other hand,

n
ÿ
i“1

Inf i pf q “

ÿ

ÿ

fppSq2 .

S‰H

|S| fppSq2 ě

ÿ
S‰H

SĎrns

2

fppSq2 .

(2)

3 The KKL Theorem and Friedgut’s Junta Theorem
Theorem 3.1 (KKL). For any function f : t0, 1un Ñ t´1, 1u there exists i P rns such that
ˆ
˙
varpf q log n
Inf i pf q “ Ω
.
n
To get some perspective on the above theorem, note that from Poincare’s inequality it follows that
for a typical direction i P rns we have
ˆ
˙
varpf q
Inf i pf q ě Ω
.
n
The above theorem says that the above estimate can be improved substantially for some direction
i.
Remark 3.2. The Boolean valuednessř
hypothesis in the statement of the Theorem 3.1 is essential
1
?
as the example of the function g “ n ni“1 χi shows. 2
We prove the KKL theorem as a corollary of the following powerful lemma of Friedgut [4].
Lemma 3.3 (Friedgut’s main lemma). Assume f : t0, 1un Ñ t0, 1u has total influence Irf s “
ř
n
i“1 Inf i pf q. Let d “ Irf s{. Let
J “ ti P rns : Inf i pf q ě d´2 9´d u.
Then if one defines
fjunta “

ÿ

fppSq χS pxq

SĎJ

|S|ďd

we }f ´ fjunta }22 ď 2.
The interesting setting of parameters for Friedgut’s main lemma is when d “ Irf s{ ! log n in
which case the set J is not too large, i.e. |J| ď Irf sd2 9d ď d3 9d ! n. This means that fjunta (and
by proxy f ) is determined by a small number (much smaller than n) of coordinates.
There is potentially one small downside to the above lemma; as stated the lemma sends us out of the
category of Boolean functions. However note that this can be easily fixed since }f ´ sgnpfjunta q}22 ď
8. The fact that any Boolean function with low influence is close to a Boolean function depending
on few coordinates is the main Theorem of [4] proved as an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3.

3.1. From Friedgut’s main lemma to the KKL theorem
To prove the KKL theorem via the Friedgut’s main lemma we consider two cases:
(i) Either Infpf q ě

varpf q log n
100

2

An important feature of a large number of interesting theorems in analysis of Boolean functions is that they
manage to extract non-trivial information from the seemingly hard to use hypothesis of Boolean valuedness.

3

(ii) Or else Infpf q ă

varpf q log n
.
100

In the first case the result holds for a typical i P rns by Lemma 2.2. In the second case we apply
q
q
and d “ Infpf
as in Lemma 3.3. We see
Friedgut’s main lemma. Let  “ varpf
4

varpfjunta q ě varpf q ´ 2 “

varpf q
.
2

Applying Poincare’s inequality to fjunta and noting that Inf i pfjunta q “ 0 for all i R J we see
Inf i pfjunta q ě varpfjunta q ě

varpf q
2

which implies that there exists i P J such that Inf i pfjunta q ě

varpf q
2|J| .

ÿ
iPJ

|J|d´2 9´d ď

n
ÿ

Inf i pf q ă

i“1

which mean that
varpf q
2|J|

ě

?1 .
n

varpf q
2|J|

ą

50
.
d2 9d log n

Since d “

4Infpf q
varpf q

Moreover, we know that

varpf q log n
100
ă

log n
25

some computation implies that

So we have established that
1
Di P J : Inf i pfjunta q ě ? .
n

However, since
Inf i pfjunta q “

ÿ

fppSq2 ď

ÿ

fppSq2 “ Inf i pf q

SQi

iPSĎJ

|S|ďd

this finishes the proof in the second case as well.

4 Noise Operator and Hypercontractivity
A crucial instrument in our analysis is the bound on LqÑp norm of the following Fourier multiplier
operator
ÿ
Tρ f “
ρ|S| fppSqχS pxq.
SĎrns

Since the above is a Fourier multiplier, in the physical space it corresponds to a convolution operator.
In other words we have
Tρ f pxq “ f ˚ Kρ pxq “ E rf pyqs,
y„ρ x

where y „ρ x means that y is chosen by taking yi “ xi with probability 1`ρ
2 and yi “ 1 ´ xi
with probability 1´ρ
independently
for
each
coordinate
(K
is
the
kernel
associated
to the above
ρ
2
process).
Hence, we see that the noise operator is really an averaging operator and hence we expect it to
have an smoothing effect on functions. This is captured by the following theorem which we state
here without proof.
4

Theorem 4.1 (Hypercontractivity theorem, see [9]). Let 1 ď p ď q such that pq ´ 1q ď pp ´ 1qρ´2
(i.e. q is not too huge) then for all functions f : t0, 1un Ñ R,
}Tρ f }q ď }f }p .
Let us make a couple of remarks regarding the proof of Theorem 4.1. First of all, we note that in
our application we do not need the above theorem in full generality. In fact the special choice of
pq “ 2, p “ 43 , ρ “ ?13 q will suffice for us. Secondly, the proof of Theorem 4.1 even in full generality
is by no means difficult. The standard proof goes by induction on n establishing the case n from
the cases n ´ 1 and 1 using Minkowski’s inequality. The case n “ 1 itself is elementary and follows
by a careful calculus argument.
In the next section we apply the hypercontractivity theorem to prove Lemma 3.3.

5 Proof of Friedgut’s main lemma
We have the following claim about the truncated sum of the L2 Fourier mass of Bj f .
Proposition 5.1. Let f : t0, 1un Ñ t´1, 1u be a Boolean function and let d be a positive integer.
For any j P rns we have
ÿ
fppSq2 ď 3d Inf i pf q3{2 .
SQj

|S|ďd

Proof. Using pq “ 2, p “ 43 , ρ “
ÿ

?1 q
3

fppSq2 ď 3d

SQj

|S|ďd

hypercontractivity we have

ÿ ˆ 1 ˙|S|
fppSq2 “ 3d }T ?1 Bj f }22 ď 3d }Bj f }24{3 .
3
3
SQj
|S|ďd

Since f is Boolean, Bj f is t´1, 0, 1u valued and hence
´
¯3{2 `
˘3{2
“ Inf j pf q3{2 .
}Bj f }24{3 “ EpBj f q4{3
“ EpBj f q2
This finishes the proof.
From this Friedgut’s lemma follows quickly.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. We decompose the Fourier expression for f into three orthogonal parts,
f “ fhigh ` fjunta ` fpsr ,
with fhigh “

ř

|S|ąd f pSqχS ,

p

fpsr “

ř
|S|ďd

SĘJ

ř
fppSqχS , and fjunta “ |S|ďd fppSqχS . We show }fhigh }22 ď
SĎJ

 and }fpsr }22 ď  to prove the main result }f ´ fjunta }22 ď 2. We have
d}fhigh }22 “ d

ÿ
|S|ąd

fppSq2 ď

ÿ

|S|fppSq2 “

n
ÿ
i“1

S

5

Inf i pf q “ Irf s.

Since d “ Irf s{ by definition, the first claim follows. For the second claim we have
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ ÿ
fppSq2 .
}fpsr }22 “
fppSq2 ď
|SzJ| ¨ fppSq2 “
SĆJ

jRJ

|S|ďd

SQj

|S|ďd

|S|ďd

The last term above expression is bounded by 3d Inf j pf q3{2 by Proposition 5.1. Hence,
n
b
ÿ
ÿ
Inf j pf q ¨ max Inf j pf q.
}fpsr }22 ď 3d
Inf j pf q3{2 ď 3d
By definition of J we have maxjRJ

a

jRJ

j“1

jRJ

Inf j pf q ď d´1 3´d . Since d “

Irf s


the result follows.

It is interesting to reflect why the hypercontractivity theorem has any bearing on the KKL theorem—
though the latter has no natural dynamic or operation associated to it. The main point I believe
is that the hypercontractivity theorem really works as a tool to allow us to extract some useful
information from the Boolean-valuedness of the function f by connecting the high Lp norms with
the low Lp norms. In fact in the above argument, the only place that the Boolean-valuedness of f
was used in any essential way was in Proposition 5.1 where we used the equality }Bi f }24{3 “ }Bi f }22 .

6 Concluding Remarks
In this short note our aim was to convey the flavor of some the techniques and ideas that are widely
used in the analysis of Boolean functions. As such we focused on perhaps the earliest (and in our
view beautiful) application of the hypercontractivity theorem—that is the KKL theorem.
There are variety of open problems in the area (some surveyed at [7]) that however seem beyond the
reach of the current techniques. In my view, ideas from the Euclidean harmonic analysis, especially
the properties of operators other than Tρ which like Tρ have some physical significance (note that
Tρ is essentially the random walk or heat diffusion operator over the hypercube), could be useful
to make progress on some of these problems.
To conclude I finish by recounting some of my favorite open problem from the area.
Conjecture 6.1 (Aaronson-Ambainis). Let f : t0, 1un Ñ r´1, 1s be a function with Fourier degree
ď k, i.e. fppSq “ 0 for all |S| ą k. Prove that there exists i P rns such that
ˆ
˙
var f Op1q
Inf i pf q ě
.
k
´
An exponentially weaker bound of the form

var f
exppkq

¯Op1q
is known [3].

Conjecture 6.2 (Sensitivity Conjecture). Define the maximum sensitivity of a function f : t0, 1un Ñ
t´1, 1u as the L8 norm of its total derivative, i.e.
spf, xq “

n
ÿ

|Bi f pxq|,

spf q “ max spf, xq.
xPt0,1un

i“1

Prove that
degpf q “ Opspf qOp1q q.
6

The conjecture is almost 20 years old and is considered
difficult; see [5] for a survey. The best
?
spf q`Op spf qq
current bound is of the form degpf q ď 2
which follows from the recent work [1].
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